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In the year 2014, global LCD TV shipment exceed 50 million sets, the 
huge throughput need Reseatch &Development,Purchase, Manufacture, 
Logistics cowork efficiently. 
 TPV is Top of four biggest LCD TV OEMs,shipped over 7 million LCD TVs 
in 2014, and the number is growing year by year. LCD TV is consist of LCD 
Panel,Main control board (MB in short),Power board, Keyboard,Loud 
Speaker,Casing. It needs PCB making, component inserting, soldering, ADC 
alignment, Assembly, White balance alignement, Machine checking to make 
one TV set. 
 Main board is the core part in TV, in charging of video/audio decoding, 
internet communication, etc. For the component can’t be 100% pass, 
furthermore ,during the procedure of component inserting, soldering, 
component damage is unavoidable.once component damaged, TV functions will 
be influenced in various degrees, even completely down. For reasons list 
above, mainboard needs overall inspect after been made, inspection 
includes keyboard, audio ,video, internet module and various sockets. 
 In the earlier stage, MB inspection need human to do it, factory need 
lots of inspectors. As human inspection is under influence by subjective 
factors, including mood,Fatigue, lapse is easy to happen. Also human cost 
in manufacture is growing annually. top leaders in TPV consider to take 
automation inspection into factory. 
 This paper analyze each part of MB inspection, propose an automation 
inspection plan, which bases on current software ,hardware and previous 
colleagues achievement. A pneumatic fixture which include an MCU IC is 
being used for platform, incharge of fixing MB, inserting singnals , the 
needle bed inside fixture is used to connect MB LVDS signals to frame 
















of algorithm, this paper analyzed current video inpection technology, and 
actual defects, improved region extraction method, and judgement criteria. 
Succeed in detecting color anomalies, image noise, and grey level 
anomalies. For audio detection, we calculate both time and frequency 
domain feathers, perfect in detecting errors. 
 After being tested,improved, and repeats this cycle, spending more 
than one year time, finally achived one-button-check pattern----operator 
only need to put MB into tooling, press one button, casing close 
automatically, simultaneously, system was triggered start, after dozens 
of seconds, video& audio inspection result of each input source and 
internet USB module will be present on software UI.      
 The main content is: 
1. Summarize Current status of LCD MB inspection, propose automatic 
inspection system draft. 
2. Summarize current inspection method, improve current method. 
3. Taking C++ visualized IDE and OpenCV library into implementing the 
system. 
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